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In order to navigate successfully
through its environment, an
animal must use its brain to keep
track of where it is. Recent
studies have shed light on how
animals do this: an important clue
for how the animal’s location is
represented in the brain has been
provided by the discovery of ‘grid
cells’ in the entorhinal cortex of
rats. Each of these cells acts as if
the surface of the animal’s local
environment has a triangular grid
painted all over it — the grid
spacing is two or three times the
length of the animal — and the
cell is active whenever the animal
is at a vertex of any of the
triangles, but inactive for locations
in between the vertices [1]
(Figure 1). Although the rate of
firing of a particular grid cell is
stronger at some vertices than at
others, the grid structure persists
across the entire surface of the
enclosure as if it were a property
of the environment rather than of
the brain. And because the grid
spacing and orientation differ
from one cell to the next, the
animal’s position is accurately
specified by the discharge of a
population of these grid cells.
Previous studies with rats had
identified ‘place cells’, which are
activated whenever the animal is
in just one or two specific
locations [2,3]. The place cells are
located in the hippocampus, a
brain structure which has been
identified as critical for the
acquisition of memory [4,5], and
they ‘cover’ the environment in
the sense that each location will
have one or more place cells
assigned to it. The place cells do
not, however, form an ordinary
map of the animal’s environment
because neighbouring cells are
not assigned to adjacent parts of
the environment.
The newly discovered grid cells
reside in the entorhinal cortex,
which forms one of the major
inputs to the hippocampus.
Because earlier work had shown
that the spatial selectivity of
entorhinal neurons does not
depend on feedback from the
hippocampus [6], information
from many grid cells may be
combined to determine the
position of the animal, which is
subsequently represented
through the firing of place cells in
the hippocampus.
similar in appearance to those
chosen by other females.
Only two previous studies, one
on Japanese quail [9] and one on
guppies [10], have provided
similar evidence that females
develop a generalised preference
for a male trait by observing the
social interactions of other
females. Together with Swaddle
et al.’s [3] findings, these data
open up the exciting possibility
that mating preferences might
spread not only genetically, as
assumed in standard models of
sexual selection [11], but also
non-genetically, through social
learning mechanisms. Copying
amongst females, and other forms
of non-independent mate choice
[8], could make attractive males
even more popular, reinforcing
sexual selection on male
characteristics and driving their
further elaboration.
‘Cultural inheritance’ of mating
preferences may be a potent force
in the evolution of attractive male
traits and, as such, should be
incorporated into standard
models of sexual selection
[12–15]. Swaddle et al.’s [3]
results suggest that it may be
important even in monogamous
species with biparental care.
Given the pervasiveness of
cultural influences on mate choice
in human beings [12], social
influences on mate preferences
may be particularly important in
the evolution of sexually selected
traits in our own biparental
species.
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Neural Encoding: The Brain’s
Representation of Space
Recent studies have shown that a part of the brain makes use of a grid
of equilateral triangles to encode the location of the animal within the
local environment.
It has also been determined that
cells in the cortical regions which
provide the major inputs to the
entorhinal cortex do not appear to
respond to the location of the rat,
supporting the idea that the
entorhinal cortex is the region of
the brain where a spatial
representation of the environment
is first formed [6]. The appearance
of the grid structure provides an
insight into the manner in which
the neural representation of the
animal’s location within its
environment develops.
The grid cells were found to
have a topographic organization
on the surface of the dorsocaudal
region of the entorhinal cortex,
with neurons at more dorsal
positions having denser grids than
the more ventral neurons [1]. The
grids of neighbouring neurons had
similar orientations as well as
similar grid spacings, while the
actual vertex locations were
apparently unrelated to the
locations of the neurons along the
entorhinal cortex.
This indicates that a local cell
ensemble, in which all of the cells’
grids have a common orientation
and spacing, can represent a map
of a local hexagonal region
(Figure 2). The firing of cells within
the ensemble would determine
the location of the animal within
the local hexagon, but would not
be able to distinguish which
hexagon the animal was in.
Information from several cell
ensembles, however, could be
combined to identify a unique
location.
While it is clear that the grid
associated with any particular
neuron is anchored to the location
of the rat, the question remains
whether the cells are responding
to cues from the environment or
to information about the rat’s own
movement. The new study [1] has
shown that, when the visible
environmental cues are rotated,
the grids associated with
individual neurons rotate
correspondingly, demonstrating
that information from external
landmarks helps to determine
which grid cells become
activated.
On the other hand, it was also
found that the grid structure
persists when the rats are allowed
to run around in total darkness,
suggesting that, while external
landmarks can be used to align
the grid, the integration of the
rat’s own motion along its path is
sufficient to determine location
with respect to the grid.
Consistent with the idea that
information from the rat’s own
movement provides enough
information to determine which
grid cells should be activated
during navigation, it was also
found that the grid structure
associated to individual cells is
expressed instantly in an
unfamiliar environment. When
exploring a novel room, the firing
locations associated with
individual neurons were mostly
stable from the outset, although
some stabilisation of the grid
throughout time was observed.
This suggests that some
exploration is needed to anchor
the grid structure to specific
landmarks.
This also sheds additional light
on an earlier study [7] which
demonstrated that, when
exploring a new area, place cells
in one region of the hippocampus
(CA1) develop stable associations
with specific regions within
minutes, while those in another
hippocampal region (CA3) can
take 20 to 30 minutes to reach a
stable firing pattern. The same
study showed that the pattern of
activity in CA3 could change
without affecting the activity of
CA1, suggesting that cells in CA1
respond to inputs from the
entorhinal cortex rather than
information passed on from CA3.
The rapid appearance of a stable
firing pattern in CA1 may be a
consequence of the instant
development of the grid structure
in the entorhinal cortex.
Additional clues about the
differences in the processing
performed by CA1 and CA3 were
found in the same study. Changes
in the environment were found to
cause remapping of the locations
represented by the individual
place cells. For example, when
the arena in which the rats were
allowed to run around was kept
constant while the room in which
the arena was placed was
changed, a remapping of the cells
in CA3, but not CA1, was induced.
This suggests that the cells in
CA3, which connect recurrently to
one another, incorporate and
represent information about the
relationship between the
environmental stimuli and the
location of the animal, which has
been called context. It has also
been demonstrated that when the
entorhinal-CA1 circuit is isolated
from any input from CA3, spatial
recall is impaired but place
recognition remains intact [3].
Whether output sent from the
hippocampus to the entorhinal
Dispatch    
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Figure 1. The locations within an
enclosure at which a grid cell will fire.
The red circles indicate the locations at
which a particular grid cell will fire while
the rat explores the arena. The grid
associated with a different grid cell is
shown in green. Grids associated to
different cells have different orientation
and grid spacing. Information from
several cells must be combined to iden-
tify a unique location.
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Figure 2. A hexagonal grid tessellates
the surface of the local environment.
Each grid cell will respond when the rat is
at a specific location within the local
hexagon. The grids associated to
neighbouring cells have similar
orientations and grid spacings. The
information provided by an ensemble of
neighbouring grid cells can specify where
the rat is in the local hexagon.
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Charles Darwin [1] was one of the
first to recognise the importance
of sexual selection as an
evolutionary filtering process in
reproduction. Darwin identified
those extravagant and interesting
traits, usually sported by males,
which honestly tell females
something useful about the
genotype of the carrier. To this
end, males have been selected to
evolve elaborate signals that are
often inherently costly to carry [2].
We now know that females use the
information signalled by sexually
selected traits to make decisions
about which males will be the
father of their offspring [3]. Indeed,
this differential reproductive
success by a ‘superior’ subset of
the male population may be one of
the reasons why sexual
reproduction actually exists [4].
Asexual reproduction has a far
greater potential reproductive rate,
and does not require the
production of costly ‘males’, so
the evolution of sex presents us
with a theoretically tricky
evolutionary conundrum [5].
Sexual selection is thus a most
important process in evolution, and
a particular focus of intense
selection. Unlike Darwin — who we
can hardly blame — today’s
biologists now also realise that
sexual selection continues to
operate after the act of mating [6].
Females of many taxa mate with
multiple males, and their sperm
remains alive in the female tract for
days to years [7] after mating, so
that sperm from different potential
fathers are forced into a whole new
level of competition for fertilisation.
These conditions create the
opportunity for further sexual
selection on adaptations that
encourage sperm to win
competitions for fertilisation in
males, and allow paternity
selection by females. This post-
copulatory female choice has been
termed ‘cryptic female choice’
[8,9], because any differential
selection of male spermatozoal
haplotypes occurs at the hidden
level of the gamete. Recent elegant
experiments on spiders have
revealed intricate details of
adaptation and counter-adaptation
that have arisen as a result of
sexual selection to reproduce.
Before we discuss cryptic
female choice, we should
consider to what extent the
female’s influence on the pattern
of fertilisation actually constitutes
‘choice’; most critically, whether
that choice is passive or active,
indirect or direct. Of course, the
simplest mechanism of female
choice is whether to allow sperm
into the fertilisation process at all.
But what if sexual selection has
acted on males to be bigger and
stronger than females — male-
biased size dimorphism is a
widespread phenomenon — so
that resisting mating is costly?
Under such a scenario, the female
could evolve a simple mechanism
of post-copulatory sperm ejection
if the successful mater is not a
preferred father. In fact, this
cortex is related to the anchoring
of the grid structure to
environmental landmarks remains
to be determined. However, tying
the information from the rat’s own
movement along its path to
contextual information appears to
provide a natural mechanism by
which the grid can align itself to
environmental landmarks when
these are available and yet persist
in the absence of external cues.
The results of these studies
point to the entorhinal cortex as
part of a neural map of the spatial
environment, and provide insights
into the way that the map is
organized.
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Evolution: Sex and Cannibalism in
Redback Spiders
Female redback spiders cannibalise mating males. New research has
shown they have evolved two separate sperm storage organs, allowing
them to make post-copulatory paternity choices. Counter-adaptation
by males, to maximise paternity after cannibalism, has led to the
evolution of an abdominal constricting mechanism, which enhances
short-term survival and mating success after attack by the female and
maximises the chances of inseminating both sperm storage sites.
Figure 1. The separate,
paired female sperm
storage organs of the
redback spider which allow
cryptic female choice. 
Sperm are stored in the
spermathecae (sp) following
insemination through the
copulatory duct (cd). Photo
courtesy of Maydianne
Andrade.
